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#CloverDroughtRelief

OPENING STATEMENT

In 2015, South Africa faced the worst
drought in 30 years. The country became
an importer rather than an exporter of
maize and faced a 4.5 million ton maize
shortfall, impacting farmers who had
to take extreme measures and in some
cases cull their herds. Clover, SA’s largest
milk producer, decided to implement a

drought relief premium for farmers which
would increase the price point of Clover
products at a consumer level. The price
increase provided the business with a
challenge, because the combination of
the drought and a plummeting rand value
has caused massive increases in food
prices.

STATEMENT OF OPPORTUNITY
What Clover were most concerned
about was the fact that they were
raising prices and including an additional
cost for their drought relief fund.
December 2015 had seen a surplus
of milk in the market, which had led
to a drop in the cost of milk. During
the campaign, Clover were set to
increase the cost back to normal rates
as well as add in the additional cost
for the drought relief fund. The brand
were concerned that there would be
interrogation into the actual price
increase and what portion of that was
going to the farmers. This meant we
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could not engage in an aggressive media
campaign and had to find a subtle way to
direct any questions media had regarding
#CloverDroughtRelief.
The brief was to find a way to
communicate this increase in a way that
would soften the blow to consumers,
highlight the severity of the drought and
position the brand as a good corporate
citizen. The directive was clear that
the role of PR would not be to garner
publicity, but rather as a tool to avert
media away from interrogation of price
and create a platform to divert risk.

RESEARCH
Working with our above the line strategists, we identified the key drivers for the brand
that would ultimately win brand love.
Clover (a caring and responsible brand) is implementing a drought relief premium passed onto dairy farmers to assist them during the drought.
Reasons to Believe:
1. Way Better
2. Proudly South African
3. Clover cares
4. Clover supports farms
5. Good corporate citizen
6. Worst drought recorded in 30 years
7. Weakening Rand
8. 29% decrease in feed harvest from previous year
9. Feed will have to be imported at a high cost
10. SA has always been a net exporter of maize, and this year, will be a net
importer
Business challenge:
What do they currently think, feel
and do?

What do we want them to think, feel
and do?

Consumers are aware of the drought,
but face financial issues: weakening
Rand, inflation and food price increases.
They are sympathetic but hesitant to
support financially.

Leveraging off public sympathy and
justifying Clover price increase.

Clover milk has been aggresively
competitive (R22/litre) and has
returned to normal trading prices (R28/
litre). Once the increase has been
effected, Clover milk will be R29/litre
and seen as R7/litre price increase by
consumers.

Position Clover as a caring brand.
Position Clover as the ‘good guy’ with
empathy towards farmers.

Target Audience: South African public, media and farmers
Tone: Visit Fairtrade.org.uk and Fairtrade.org.za for tone examples the client prefers
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PLANNING AND EXECUTION
Our approach through impactful, emotive,
visual storytelling aimed to divert media
attention from hard facts and figures,
to getting them to notice a brand that
is taking action in an understated,
responsible way. We stayed away from
words like ‘premium’ and away from
platforms like Twitter. And we made sure
we stuck to our single minded message
– from our leadership, to social media, to
our brand teams, to our call centre.
We created a hymn sheet which talks
cost decrease, cost increase, reasons to
believe in #CloverDroughtRelief.
While our mandate was to steer clear of
mainstream media, but still reach our
consumers effectively. So, we turned to
the most valuable media space available:
the space on our product at point of
sale. For years, Clover’s packaging has
been recognised for its illustration of a
lush dairy farm with green pastures and
cows grazing. We decided to change this
and bring the real story of the drought
to consumers in a visual, simple and
1.
•
•
•
•

impactful way that showed the effect
of the drought on farmers, Clover’s
business and how it affects us all. This
was supported by #CloverDroughtRelief
campaign on Instagram, a repository
where we could direct people in the event
of any negativity. Here you could find real
farmers’ drought stories in words and
pictures.
To amplify the dramatic message of the
change in the Clover packaging from
rolling green hills to dry, dusty brown land,
we needed an authentic back-story. We
also needed a repository that spoke to
the reasons behind the price increase
where we could direct people in the
event of a crisis. We needed a risk averse
platform where we could tell authentic
stories through words and pictures. We
chose Instagram, the fastest growing
social network in South Africa, showing
the most positive consumer engagement
as opposed to Twitter, which has become
a stomping ground of out of context
negativity and brand bashing.

Objectives
Drive brand loyalty amongst consumers
Safeguard Clover’s brand reputation
Communicate #CloverDroughtRelief story to resonate with farmers
Avert risk for Clover due to price increase accompanying #CloverDroughtRelief

2. Target market
• South Africans: Clover customers and consumers who care about the wellbeing of SA.
3. Messaging
We developed key messaging to support Clover’s promise to consumers through hymn
sheets which were circulated to employees in the event of a crisis. A week before the
campaign launch, a dairy farmer posted a negative post, “No milk in South Africa” and
how little farmers are paid per litre of milk by Clover. Within three days, the post received
531 shares, 131 likes and 83 comments. The situation was quelled swiftly through
reverting to hymn sheets and communication sent to farmers.
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Messaging Summary:
Background

• Post the drought, many farmers’ herds will be decimated,
leaving milk in short supply. Our farmers are under
pressure and our cows are under threat. Long-term
sustainability of our milk supply is questionable

Heritage

• Clover started as a small group of farmers in 1898. We
know farmers; it’s where everything started and the onus
is on us to help. We cannot stand by while our cows are
under threat, so we’re implementing a Drought Relief
Fund to assist. Proceeds from every 2litre bottle of Clover
sold goes towards supporting our farmers.

Ethical Practice

• All 210 of our farms have been meticulously chosen. We
know that dignified farming practices lead to better end
results for everyone. It’s not only our farmers and their
cows we care about but the social impact they have on
the communities around them.

Quality

• Our milk tastes better because we treat our cows better.
We guarantee no Rsbt hormones are found in our milk
which goes through no less than 55 tests for every
litre. We ensure our milk is transported at lower than
40 degrees to give you a product that stays fresher for
longer.

4. Communication Channels
• Product at POS
• Instagram
5. Communication Channels
• Picture story on product packaging: drought impact
• Real farmers’stories interpreted through the eyes of storytellers
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EXECUTION
We put our messaging on 1000 packs in
store. We then selected three influencers
for their ability to tell authentic,
credible stories in pictures and words
on Instagram. Our three scribes were
unscripted and were each taken to a
Clover farm where they could be exposed
first hand to the hardship of the drought
through the eyes of the farmers. They
then posted pictures and stories of their

experiences on their Instagram platforms.
This way, people could grasp the reality
of the drought through storytellers
who had experienced the gravity of
the situation first hand. The campaign
was tied together with a simple tag of
#cloverdroughtrelief and amplified the
brand message on product that the
drought affects us all.

CLOVER MILK DROUGHT PACKAGING PR
CHALLENGE

IDEA

RESULTS

As South Africa’s largest milk supplier, Clover needed to help the country’s dairy
farmers during the recent devastating drought so they included a drought relief
premium in their price, which was passed onto dairy farmers to assist them. How
do you position Clover as a caring brand? How do you get consumers to support
our cause, without sales being affected by a price increase?

For the last 6 years, Clover packaging has been recognizable for its distinctive green pastures
and cows grazing. We removed the cows and replaced rolling green hills with dry, dusty land in
shades of brown. In a very direct way on a free media space being the most visible and valuable
that Clover owns, we told the story of the drought and its impact on dairy farms. The drought
packs were used to communicate that if we pay more for milk, we can pay the struggling
farmers more at this dire time.

Despite a huge increase in the price of Clover fresh milk over this two-month
period the sales grew by more than 9%.

Supported by an insta-series (#CloverDroughtRelief), uncensored and unbriefed, Gus Silber,
James Kydd and Chris Saunders visited farms to capture the reality of the drought.

An independent RepTrack survey conducted after the campaign put Clover at
the top of the most reputable South African brands for the first time, beating
names like Coca Cola and Woolworths

Limited edition Clover Milk packaging

#CloverDroughtRelief
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We successfully averted any negativity around the price increase, prevented
a brand switch, and as sales show, got shoppers to choose to buy even more
Clover fresh milk.

EVALUATION/MEASUREMENT
Objective

Result

Drive brand loyalty
amongst consumers

Despite an increase in the price of Clover Fresh
Milk, sales grew by more than 8%. Communication
not only prevented brand switching, but got
shoppers to buy more Clover Fresh Milk.

Communicate the
#DroughtRelief story
in an authentic way to
resonate with farmers

Packaging messaging reached a million
consumers, linking them directly to our
#CloverDroughtRelief picture story. Successfully
averted any negative media coverage on cost.

Safeguard Clover’s brand
reputation

Coup d’état was an independent RepTrack survey
conducted that put Clover at the top as the most
reputable South African brand, beating Coca-Cola
and Woolworths, for the first time.
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